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TV channel Top Channel

Program E diell /Sunday/– Rethi Katror /The Square Circle/

Journalist/Interviewer Edi MANUSHI

Other participants Milaim ZEKA, Alfred ÇAKO, Bledi MANE

Full/Partial transcription Partial transcription

Duration of the program 00:03:54

Date when first broadcasted 01 October 2023

Time of broadcast 

0:00:00

Mr. MANUSHI:  We’re approaching the end of this part today but I just wanted to talk to you for a

moment regarding the letter addressed to Hashim THAÇI…

0:00:10

Mr. ZEKA:  Well, the letter which was published…

0:00:11

Mr. MANUSHI: No, explain it for the people who have not followed it. What is this about? So, what

letter are we talking about here because there are many of our viewers who don’t know what it is

about.

0:00:22

Mr. ZEKA:  Firstly, if you’re talking about what was published in a Serbian newspaper called Bota Sot

/The World Today/ which is printed in Albanian language, I can only say that such a deposition does

absolutely not exist. So, it is…

0:00:40

Mr. MANUSHI:  So, it’s an invention, a fabrication.

0:00:22

Mr. ZEKA:  …It was a falsification, invented by a senior agent of the Serbian BIA called Faik IMERI who

lives in Brussels and has helped take at least 25 false witnesses against Hashim THAÇI and others to

the Prosecution in The Hague and is Serbian BIA’s number one man to find evidence -- false evidence

and witnesses against the Liberation Army leaders in The Hague. This is my answer.

0:01:12

Mr. MANUSHI:  We needed it. No, we needed a clarification for this. Fred?

0:01:14

Mr. ÇAKO: MANUSH, the media do often get people confused when they don’t carry out their work

in a serious manner. For example, I gave an interview to a program some time ago…

0:01:26

Mr. MANUSHI:  …I understand. And they put the titles that...
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0:01:27 

Mr. ÇAKO:  …and they put the titles they want. Then the people read the title and say to me, “See,

this or that didn’t happen…” Well, listen to what I said. Did I say something like that?

0:01:36

Mr. MANUSHI:  Yeah, so they… The title was misunderstood.

0:01:37

Mr. ÇAKO:  An abusive title. Do you follow?

0:01:38

Mr. MANUSHI:  Anyway, this is a clarification for Milaim. Milaim, perhaps, you would need to take

legal action about this.

0:01:42

Mr. ZEKA:  Forgive me, MANUSH, but I gave an interview to a TV Chanel in Albania and said, “I will

never believe that the KLA committed crimes”. This mafia group cut out the ‘never’ and presented it

as “the KLA committed crimes” and did so using the logo of the ABC news. I mean, things they do

against me! But if you read the story you can see that it’s a complete fabrication...

0:02:10

Mr. MANUSHI:  Clear, it’s clear, this was a clarification… 

0:02:12

Mr. ZEKA:  …and I found out who the author was.  I could tell you who the author was… yes, yes.

0:02:16

Mr. MANUSHI:  Milaim, this was a clarification not for the benefit of Rrethi Katror but for all those

friends who follow us. However, as far as Rrethi Katror is concerned, with regards to you…

0:02:20

Mr. ZEKA:  Absolutely.

0:02:21

Mr. MANUSHI:  …there is a strong conspiracy in relation to your trip to America and the FBI

involvement. Do you have something to say?

0:02:32

Mr. ZEKA:  No, I did not go secretly to America. I have been invited by the Republicans, by the

American Congress, the Republicans’ side, and have been there specifically to talk about how senior

agents of the Serbian BIA had presented false evidence and false witnesses led by Jack SMITH

against Hashim THAÇI and others. I mean, the main player of this whole dirty game is the Chief

Prosecutor of the Specialist Court, Jack SMITH who is investigating Donald TRUMP and who has used

this Faik IMERI, the Serbian BIA agent as the main man…

0:03:23
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Mr. MANUSHI:  Okay.

0:03:24

Mr. ZEKA:  …who has asked millions upon millions of people to testify or promised them millions as

well as changes of identities so that they could testify falsely before the Specialist Court in The

Hague.

0:03:36

Mr. MANUSHI:  Ah, right, because the word in Tirana was that it had something to do with the

MCGONIGAL stories but you’re refuting that.

[Video recording ends at 0:03:54]
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